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Abstract. In recent years, as the representative of APT attack incidents continues to increase, which 

steal the confidential information. It’s a serious threat to network security and user privacy. The key to 

prevent such attacks is how to detect Trojan behavior from the network traffic of APT attacks. In this 

paper, we propose a novel approach based closed-loop feedback model and hierarchical detection 

model. The result we present improved the detection rate and reduced false positives in detecting 

Trojan behavior from network traffic. Thus, we can protect user privacy effectively and maintain 

secure of network environment relatively.  

Introduction 

Trojan control is the most important aspect in implementation of APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) 

attacks which are highly targeted, small attack range and difficult to obtain samples in a timely 

manner [1]. According to a well-known anti-APT company’s (FireEye) investigation concluded that 

more than 95% of the corporate network hosts suffered Trojan invasion, and the Trojan sample 

detection rate of less than 10% [2]. So, the traditional detecting approach is difficult to play an 

effective role. 

This paper aims to propose an intelligent Trojan detection approach based on closed-loop feedback 

model. So that our approach is not only valid to learn unsupervised, but also remove a part of false 

alarms and reduce the false alarm rate. Meanwhile, we improved the Trojan detection rates based on 

the hierarchical model.  

Proposed Detection Methodology 

There must be some of the fixed features during the network traffic of communication process of 

Trojan to achieve its full functionality, whatever Trojans hide themselves and avoid killing by 

antivirus software. These features contains upload and download traffic feature [1], the keep-alive 

feature called "heartbeat" [3], the connection time of communications feature [4] and so on. All of 

which can be extracted from the network traffic of Trojans. Therefore, to detect Trojan of APT attack 

from the network traffic is effectively. We use machine learning algorithms to train the detection 

model. In order to reduce the false positive rate and achieve unsupervised learning, the detected 

results will be as the input of the data mining module to mine the false positive feature. The false 

positive feature corresponding data will be fed back to the input as a part of training set to adjust 

training model and form self-feedback closed loop. 

Detection Model Design 

Trojan Communication Behavior Description. We use D to represent all network traffic, C 

means normal network traffic, and T represents Trojans communication data. Then, network traffic 

behavior feature vector F is defined as follows [5]. 
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Random variables ),,2,1( niFi  represent a single behavioral characteristic property of the 

network traffic, and is a polynomial time computable. 

Additionally, we define polynomial time computable function FS  which is consistent with the 

classification function )(DF , and FS  is defined as follows. 

 1,0: 21  nF FFFS  

We mark 0 as the normal network communications, and 1 refers to a Trojan communications. We 

call ),( FSF  as the detection model of Trojan communication behavior. 

According to the communication behavior of Trojan, the whole process can be divided into 

keeping connection stage and command control stage, i.e., the detection can be divided in two stages 

corresponding. The detection process is as follows. 

Firstly, we need to extract features of communication behavior according to the different stage of 

Trojan’s. We use kiF  and oiF  to represent the attributes of the feature during each two stages. 

Wherein, ),,2,1( niFki   represents the attributes of the feature during keeping connection, and 

),,2,1( niFoi   represents the other. 

Secondly, we need to select the algorithm to build detect classification model FkS  and FoS based 

on the behavioral features and properties of the data types marked as kiF  and oiF , where FkS  

represents the classifier of Trojan keeping connection stage, FoS  represents the classifier of Trojan 

command control stage classifier. 

 1,0: 21  knkkFk FFFS ,  1,0: 21  onooFo FFFS ; 

Finally, the result is the output of FoFk SS  , which means if we detected an alarm at any stage, it 

considers that the presence of Trojans communication behavior. 

Hierarchical Detection Model. According to the features of each stage of the Trojan 

communication, their behavior features mainly distributed in the network layer, transport layer and 

application layer.  

Network layer features e.g., many sub-connections during primary connection, standard deviation 

of packet interval. 

Transport Layer features, e.g., communications time, "heartbeat" packet to keep-alive, upload and 

download traffic[6]. 

Application Layer features e.g., packet entropy, specific port in communication. 

Thus, the authors extracted features from network traffic at three layers which were the features of 

network layer based on IP protocol, transport layer based on TCP protocol and application layer based 

on HTTP protocol. So we need to build three classifiers based on machine learning for different layers 

recorded as 
ipC , 

tcpC  and
httpC . If it targets some feature in any layer, the traffic will be marked as 

Trojan data, i.e., the alarms are generated by the output of 
ipC tcpC httpC . 

Closed-loop Feedback Model. In General, there are some false positive results for the detection 

of any machine learning models. We designed a closed-loop feedback model who has a data mining 

module to remove some false alarms from the detected results. Finally, we feed the false positive 

results back as the input for the training sets of machine learning model. Then, it can modify training 

model and reduce false positive rate. The model is designed as follows: 
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Figure 1: Closed-loop feedback model 

In the model, Figure dash parts formed a self-feedback closed-loop, which is used to modify 

training model and reduce false positive rate.  

Experimental Analysis 

In order to verify the proposed approach, we collect 65 types of Trojans traffic which contain 224 

data flows. Meanwhile, we select MSN, QQ and other normal traffic from 10 normal applications 

which contain 276 data flows, i.e., a total of 500 data flows for our experiment from the Internet. Two 

experiments as follows. 

The first experiment, we detected 219 data flows from all 224 Trojan flows by our hierarchical 

detection model, the detect rate is 97.7%. We choose 10 data flows from 10 Trojans from detected. 

According to the number of features that Trojans targeted in each layer, we can view the features 

distribution by hierarchical detection model.  

 
Figure 2: Feature distribution in each layer  

 

The results show that some of detected Trojan data flows only target features in one or two layers, 

i.e., there are not all targeted features evenly distributing in every layer, some layers may not be 

targeted. Then we verify the hierarchical detection model can improve the detection rate during whole 

communication stage. 

In the second experiment, we compare the false positive rate between common model and 

feedback model based on the hierarchical detection model, the experimental data are all normal traffic 

form 10 normal applications.  
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Figure3: Contrast feedback model and common model  

 

The results indicate that our feedback model can reduce the false positive rate, i.e., our approach 

can get more accurate results. 

Summary 

In this paper, we presented the idea of detecting Trojan which may be applied in APT attack. Our 

approach based on the hierarchical detection model and feedback detection model. The two 

experiments verified our detection model can improve the detection rate and remove part of false 

alarm, reduce the false positive rate. Further, we can detect Trojans from attacks as APT more 

effective and provide a more secure network environment to user. 
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